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JULY 

 

7/03 - SAN DIEGO FAIR LAST DAY – 30 

 

More than a million people attended the San Diego County Fair this summer. We broke 

down some of the numbers like attendance, and food items sold during the annual 

event, which brings a lot of people and business to the Del Mar Fairgrounds. 

 

7/04 – BIG BAY BOOM PREPS – :20 

 

Final preps were underway for San Diego’s Big Bay Boom show. Barges were placed in 

a secure location and 14,000 pounds of explosives were expected to light the night sky. 

Thousands watch the show every year. 

 

7/05- SAN DIEGO JUNO INVOLVEMENT – 30 

 

NASA sent a spacecraft into Jupiter’s orbit to get a better picture of the planet’s activity. 

And a San Diego company made a camera that is mounted on the spacecraft, to help 

scientists learn more about the planet.  

 

7/11– Minimum Wage Hike – TRT: 0:20 

 

The minimum wage in America’s Finest City is $10.50 an hour, as the 50 cent hike 

approved by voters last month is now in effect. 

 

 

7/08 – MTS Uber partnership starts today - TRT :30 

A new partnership with MTS and Uber is making it easier to get around downtown. 

Uberpool passengers who use the service to go to one of 20 bus or trolley stations 

through the end of comic con will receive a $5 discount.  

 

7/11–San Diego Minimum wage hike  TRT 0:20 

 

The minimum wage goes up by 50 cents. The hike was approved by voters back in 

June.  

 



7/14–Cars impacted by Takata Airbag recall– TRT 0:20 

 

One in 8 cars in the U.S. is impacted by the takata recall. One-third of drivers didn’t 

know their car was on the list.  

 

7/18   – Consumer Reports Drug Costs :45 

 

Americans are spending more on prescription drugs. According to consumer reports, 

about $2 billion was spent on prescription drugs last year. That number will increase 

because of fewer regulations in place that control prices and Americans are starting to 

make some drastic choices including skipping the needed medication for serious 

ailments. 

 

7/20 – Comic-Con Economic Impact - 2:15 

 

Live in the Gaslamp Quarter with a look at the huge economic impact Comic-Con 

International has on local businesses. 

 

7/21 – Convention Center Tax Comic Con Impact – TRT :33 

 

A new proposal could raise the hotel tax in San Diego. 

 

AUGUST 

 

8/04 – San Diego County Unemployment – TRT: 0:20 

 

San Diego’s unemployment rate continues to rise, with new numbers out today showing 

the countywide rate at 5.3% in July -- up from 4.2% in May. 

 

8/05–Ford recalls cars – TRT 0:20 

 

Ford is recalling 830-thousand vehicles in the u-s and Mexico. The company says the 

side door latches can break and open while driving. 

 

8/08 – Delta delays – TRT 1:30 

 

Airports across the country dealing with long lines and stranded passengers today after 

a computer crash grounded all Delta flights this morning. Hundreds of flights were 

affected by a global computer system outage 

 



8/10 – San Diego Innovation Week – 0:45 

 

The mayor and other city and business leaders gathered to announce the upcoming 

“San Diego Innovation Week” where businesses can showcase their work for the rest of 

the nation and world. 

 

8/11—Macy’s Closing Stores—TRT 0:22 

 

Macy’s announces it’s closing a number of stores to help save cost. 

 

8/12 – Michael Phelps Swim Gear – TRT 4:00 

 

Michael Phelps is winning big in Rio-- with the help of a company based in Vista. We're 

talking to Aqua Lung president Stephen Murnane. 

 

8/13 – SAVE STARLIGHT CLEAN UP EVENT – 1:30 

 

The community came together to help restore and preserve a piece of history in Balboa 

Park. The “Save Starlight” group put together a clean-up event to get the “Starlight Bowl 

Amphitheater” back up and running where musicals were once held. 

 

8/15- Hotels Hacked: TRT: 25 

 

A major data breach at hotels could be putting thousands of customers information at 

risk. The breach includes the Renaissance hotel in San Diego. 

 

8/16- Chula Vista Condo Controversy- TRT: 1:00 

 

Residents in the South Bay are rallying against a big builder who wants to put up shops, 

restaurants and dozens of condos.  

 

8/21- Iphone Release TRT: 25 

 

The highly anticipated Iphone 7 may have a later release date than previously 

suspected. Despite the delay sales of the new Iphone are expected to be higher this 

year.  

 

SEPTEMBER 

 

9/05- New Gaslamp Parking Restrictions TRT: 30 



 

New parking rules in the Gaslamp go into effect and businesses are worried it will 

impact their sales. 

 

9/06- ITT Tech Shutting Down- TRT: 1:21 

 

ITT Technical Institute is shutting down all of its campuses nationwide. The move is 

leaving hundreds of students in San Diego with loan debt. 

 

9/09– WELLS FARGO FINE 185 MILLION FOR CREATING FAKE ACCOUNTS- TRT: 

20 SEC 

 

9/09- Samsung Galaxy Note 7—TRT 0:21 

 

The phones are not allowed on planes, after a number of batteries caught on fire. 

 

9/11- College Student Advertises for Beer Money TRT: 25 

 

A college student’s “beer fund” is pretty well set after asking for it on TV. 

 

9/14–Wells Fargo Executive Payout– TRT 0:20 

 

Wells Fargo tries to regain its customer’s trust by getting rid of sales goals for retail 

bankers. This comes after the company was fined $185 million for creating fake 

accounts.  

 

9/14 – $1B Federal Grant for Trolley Extension – 0:25 

 

Announcement of the $1 billion grant from the Federal Transportation Administration for 

the completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley extension from Old Town to UTC 

 

 

9/15 – Legoland Expansion – TRT :11 

 

Today-- Legoland will announce new attractions coming to the park in Carlsbad. 

 

9/16 – San Diego County Unemployment – TRT: 0:20 

 



New numbers released today by the Employment Development Department show 

80,100 San Diegans were unemployed last month, as the local unemployment rate 

dropped to 5%. 

 

9/18 – CHARGERS MEASURE C – 1:45 

 

Reaction from Chargers fan on the Measure C – which puts the decision to increase 

hotel taxes for a new stadium into the hands of the voters. 

 

 

 


